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Srie Subarti

Abstract: This research represent Research of Action Class. Target of research to obtain data about: (1) progress of and knowledge skill of student as boy scout builder candidate in Elementary school, (2) make-up of student enthusiasm in mastering stock as boy scout builder in Elementary school, and (3) skill of student as boy scout builder candidate in Elementary school. Subject research, PGSD UPP Tanjungkarang student counted 40 people. Compiler data instrument: test result of learning, enquête, and observation sheet. To anser action hypothesis to analyse data descriptively qualitative. Result of research of applying of Method 5 M (Teaching, Train, Guiding, Instructing, and Moving) in general prosper. Efficacy data: (1) giving of action at knowledge aspect, obtained by result of good, swampy forest percentage assess E remain 2%, assess D remain 5%. Value A = 55%; B value = 31%; and C value remain 7%; (2) giving of action at attitude aspect mount to become better by the end of II cycle. At aspect 'willingness moved' which 'very well' there is 10% remaining 4% at II cycle; and willingness of movement which 'less once' there is 29,9% mounting to become 48% at II cycle; (3) giving of skill aspect action by the end of II cycle in general its result mount betterly, at aspect train which assessed 'Whether' there is 40,5% becoming 66,7% by the end of II cycle and at aspect guide which assessed 'Whether' there is 38,1% becoming 59,5% by the end of II cycle. At aspect push and move which assessed 'Whether' by the end of II cycle each counted 42,9% and 31. At aspect forming of attitude, 'willingness moved' and 'willingness of movement' not yet prospected, which 'very well' there is 10% downhill remain 4% at II cycle; and 'willingness of movement' assessed 'less once' 29,9% mounting to become 48% at II cycle.
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